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DESCRIPTION

The Polish Society for Non-Destructive Testing and Technical Diagnostics SIMP (PTBNiDT SIMP) - Szczecin Branch with co-organizers: SIMP – Gorzow Wielkopolski Branch, Managing Board of PTBNiDT SIMP, PTBNiDT SIMP – Poznan Branch and Faculty of Electrical Engineering of West Pomeranian University of Technology in Szczecin will be holding the:

49th National Conference on Non-Destructive Testing,
on October 17th – 20th, 2022 in Kolobrzeg, Poland

National Conference on Non-Destructive Testing (KKBN) is an annual event which in 2022 will have its forty-ninth edition. KKBN is the place to discuss the latest achievements in the field of non-destructive testing, as well as an inspiration to continue scientific work and the opportunity to establish new business relationships. 49th KKBN will be an opportunity for all participants to exchange knowledge and experience, familiarize with latest developments in the market of non-destructive testing and technical diagnostics. The special issue is devoted to publish selected high quality peer-reviewed papers presented at the KKBN conference, covering a wide range of topics referring to non-destructive testing and evaluation, diagnostics and quality control.

The conference topics:

- NDT in industry, construction, transport and energy sector
- Methods, devices, equipment and software utilized in non-destructive testing
- Technical diagnostics of devices and constructions
- Training of NDT personnel & certification
- New regulations and standards for non-destructive testing
- Accreditation of NDT laboratories

More information about the conference, such as deadlines and preliminary schedule, can be accessed at www.kkbn.pl or by email 49kkbn@kkbn.pl (Conference Office), komitetnaukowy49kkbn@kkbn.pl (Conference Scientific Committee).

We are looking forward to your submission. If you have any question, please contact us:

Managing Editor: Natalia.Lindner@degruyter.com